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Interpolation by Multivariate Splines

By Charles K. Chui*, Harvey Diamond**, and Louise A. Raphael**

Abstract. A general interpolation scheme by multivariate splines at regular sample

points is introduced. This scheme guarantees the local optimal order of approximation

to sufficiently smooth data functions. A discussion on numerical implementation is

included.

1. Introduction. In this paper we introduce a very general interpolation

scheme by multivariate splines. Based on the quasi-interpolation formulas devel-

oped in [3], we show that the interpolating multivariate splines so obtained give the

optimal order of approximation to sufficiently smooth functions.

Let (j) be a nonnegative locally supported piecewise polynomial function sym-

metric with respect to the origin, and S the linear span of all the translates (j>(- —j),

j 6 Zs, of 4>. Hence, S is a multivariate spline space on a certain grid partition A,

with certain smoothness joining conditions, and of certain total degree, induced by

<¡>. Denote by 0 the Fourier transform of <¡>. We assume that (j> is normalized, that

is,

X>œ = i,j
and that S contains ttp, the space of all polynomials in Rs of total degree p. This

is equivalent to the assumption that the commutator of <f> is of degree p (cf. [4]), or

that 4> satisfies the Strang and Fix condition of degree p (cf. [6]):

f ¿CO) = i.
I L>a«¿(27rj) = 0,        O^jeZ*, \a\<p.

The equivalence of these conditions is shown in [4] (see also [1]).

The interpolation problem we are going to study can be stated as follows: Let K

be a compact set in Rs and / € C(K). For any h > 0, consider the sample points

Ph = {iheK:jeZs}

on K. The problem is to find an s/^ in

Sh = {s(-/h):seS}

such that

(2)_ 8f,k(y) = /(y),        y G Ph,
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and that the order of approximation of sy^ is optimal, namely

(3) ll«M-/||jf = 0(Ap+1)

for all sufficiently smooth functions /, where for convenience we only consider the

supremum norm over K. Interpolation problems of this kind have been studied in

particular cases, notably for the quadratic box splines Mi,1,1,1 and a class of cubic

C1 splines in [7] and [8]. Our techniques are applicable to splines in any dimensions,

and our results can be applied to the cases mentioned.

Let Sh,K denote the linear span of those functions <t>(-/h — 'f) whose supports have

nonempty intersection with K. Then Sh,k is a subspace of Sn, and of course, the

interpolant s/,/, is chosen from Sh,K- We note, however, that since the dimension of

Sn,K, denoted by dim Sn,K, always exceeds the cardinality of the set Pn of sample

points, denoted by card P/i, the interpolant s/,h is certainly not unique. It should

be remarked that in most situations, such as a closed polygonal region, a sphere,

etc., we have

dimSh,k ~ card Ph-

Out of all interpolants of / from Sh,n (or Sh), we are required to choose an Sf,n

that gives the optimal order of approximation to / as described by (3), when / is

sufficiently smooth on some open set 0, K C fi. We will see that the requirement

on the smoothness of the data function / depends on the zero set of the discrete

Fourier transform of 0 defined by

(4) $(«)= £>(j>""-J,        u,eRs.

jez»

The importance of the positivity of $ to interpolation problems is well known;

indeed it is equivalent to the existence and uniqueness of cardinal interpolants for

bounded data [5], [2], [4]. For our problem we show that if the function / is in the

class

(5) C-'ifi) = {g G C»(Q) : Dag € LiPn(l), \a\ = p},

where, hereafter, Q is some open set containing K, then the optimal order of approx-

imation in (3) can be obtained. There are in addition, however, important cases for

which $ is not strictly positive, such as Zwart's quadratic bivariate spline Mi:i,i,i

and several other bivariate splines whose supports are symmetric and whose dis-

crete Fourier transforms vanish at isolated points. We are able to show that if $ has

isolated zeros, the optimal order of approximation by interpolants is still achievable

provided that / € Cp+2,1(fi) and the interpolant is carefully chosen. Finally, we

will show that if $ becomes negative, vanishing on a manifold of dimension s — 1,

then the condition / G Cp+s+1,1(fi) is sufficient for constructing interpolants with

optimal order of approximation. The results for $ > 0 and $ having isolated zeros

seem fairly sharp, given their generality and the analysis that leads to them; while

the result for the remaining case is merely intended for sufficiency. We point out

that little is known about the positivity of 4> in dimensions higher than two. In

two dimensions there is a simple characterization, namely: For box splines $ the

positivity of $ is equivalent to the (infinite) linear independence of the functions

*(--J)(cf.[2]).
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In the last section we show how interpolants can be rapidly calculated iteratively

if $ is positive and that, regardless of the sign of $, quasi-interpolants with the

optimal order of approximation and satisfying the interpolation equations to an

arbitrarily high order in h can be obtained.

2. Main Results. In the above discussion and analysis that follows, elements

of Rs and Zs are denoted by boldface type, such as x, w and j, k, respectively.

Functions defined on Zs, or a subset of Zs, are denoted by upper case letters,

e.g., 3>, C, I, and their point values are accessed using the customary functional

notation, such as $(k). Given two functions A and B defined on Zs, their product

is defined as convolution:

(6) (AB)(k)=Y,M^-i)B(j),
J€Z»

assuming of course that the required sums exist. The dot product of two elements

of Rs, say w and j, is denoted by u; • j.

The discrete Fourier transform of a function on Zs is denoted by a tilde. Thus,

Ä(u) = ^2 A(k)eiu'k.

kez»

For each h > 0, an element Sh of the spline space S^ generated by <f> takes the form

sh = Yl ci^/h~i)-
jezs

The interpolation conditions (2) become

(7) £Cj0(k-j) = /(Ak),        hkGK.
jez»

We define the functions C and $ on Zs by C(k) = c^ and $(k) = <A(k). The

function Fh is defined by

{/(/ik)    if hk is in the domain of /,

0 otherwise.

The equations (7) can then be written (using commutativity of convolution) as

(8) (*C)(k) = Fh(k),        hkGK.

Our analysis proceeds from here, following the operator method introduced in

[3]. We decompose $ as / - M, where

(1    if k = 0,
/(k) = I

( 0   otherwise,

so that / is the multiplicative identity. Since X^$(k) = 1 and $ is symmetric,

]TM(k) = 0 and M is symmetric. It then follows that M can be written as a

linear combination of second difference operators (thinking of M as an operator via

multiplication). Indeed, we have

(9) M = ^X>(j)Aj2,
1 J#o
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where
if k=j or -j,

A/(k) = <{   -2   ifk = 0,

otherwise.

(Note that in the present context, A? is a function on Zs and acts as a second

difference operator via multiplication.)

Our interpolation scheme is in the form of a quasi-interpolant plus a remainder:

(10) C = {I + M + M2 + --- + Mn)Fh + E = QnFh + E,

for some appropriately chosen n > (p - l)/2. It was proved in [3] that

Y^(QnFh)(k)<P(*/h-k)
jez*

reproduces all polynomials / 6 7rp(Râ) if 2n > p — 1. We have the following simple

lemma concerning E(k).

LEMMA 1. 7/($C)(k) = Fh(k), k G Zs, and hk G K, and if C = QnFh + E,

then E satisfies ($£)(k) = Mn+1Fh{k), hk G K. Moreover, if f G Cm^(ü),

QdK andü is open, then Mn+1Fh(k) = 0(hmin(m+1>2n+V), hk G K.

Proof. Multiplying both sides of (10) by $ = / — M, we obtain

Fh(k) = (<*>C)(k) = (/ - M)(QnFh + E)(k) = Fh(k) - Mn+1Fh(k) + (*E)(k),

and the first part of the lemma follows. As for the second part, if K C fi and

hk G K, then Mn+1Fh(k) represents a (2n + 2)nd-order difference operator applied

to the function / and evaluated at x = hk. The estimate 0(/imin(m+1'2"+2)) then

follows.      G

From the fact that

¿2(QnFh)(k)<p(-x/h-k)

reproduces polynomials in itp, it is a standard proof to show that if / € Cp,1(f2)

then

/-£(Qn^)(kMx/fc-k)      = 0(h"+l).
k K

Since the actual coefficients C(k) differ from QnFh(k) by E(k), we see that if

E(k) = 0(hp+1) for all k such that 0(x//i - k) is in Sh,K, then the optimal order

of approximation will be attained by

]Tt?(k),¿(x//i-k).

We are thus faced with the problem of estimating the norm ||E(k)||0O/lken. We

approach this problem by studying the fundamental functions C*(k) that solve

$C* = L

LEMMA 2. If $ > 0, then the fundamental function C* satisfying $(?* = /

exists, is unique, and has the following properties:

(a) |C*(k)| < aexp(-6|k|), a and b > 0, and

(b) C* = I + M + M2 + ■ • •, where Mn satisfies the inequality

(11) |Mn(k)| < il-min$(u;)}n.
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Proof.  Existence/uniqueness and property (a) were observed in [2].  To verify

Eq. (11), we simply note that (Mn) = (M)n, so that

f Mn{u)
Jl-n.rr}3

e~iuk du\Mn(k)\ = (2tt)-

(12)

< (2tt)-s / (l-minñ(w)}ndw.
J\-x,tt]>   l u '

The representation of C* as the Neumann series in M follows from

(I-M) ( ¿Mm) =I-Mn+1

\m=0 /

and taking the limit as n —> oo.      D

Actually, only property (a) is necessary to provide the order of approximation of

our interpolation scheme. However, (b) provides an efficient numerical scheme for

computing C*, and the same technique will be used next to construct a fundamental

function if $ has isolated zeros.

If $ has zeros, the fundamental function C* is obviously not unique. Never-

theless, interpolation can be effected on bounded regions and the optimal order of

approximation attained. The construction of our fundamental function begins with

an asymptotic expansion of Mn for large n which is uniform in k.

LEMMA 3. Suppose that in the 2ir-cube W in Rs, $(w) is nonnegative and has

zeros at the isolated interior points {u)j} and $ has positive definite Hessian H3 at

Wj.  Then

ik-Lj} f-kTH~1k\
Mn(k) = (27rn)-s/2 ]T -_ exp '

(13)

JH3\        \       In       J

il+ EPaA^Q^^n-^A

+ 0(nKm+1)/3l-(m+1+a)/2),

where Paú is a polynomial in n of degree at most [|a|/3], and Qaj is a polynomial

in s variables of degree \a\.  The approximation (13) for Mn is uniform in k.

Proof. We estimate Mn(k) by estimating the integral

M"(u0elw'kcL; = (2^)sMn(k),

/JwIW

using the ideas of Laplace's method in asymptotic analysis. The maximum value of

M(u) is 1 at precisely the roots w, of 6. Outside of any fixed neighborhood of the

uij, Mn(w) is exponentially small (as n —* oo) and the contribution to the integral

/Jw
M"(w)eÎW'kdw

iw

from that portion of W lying outside that neighborhood is likewise exponentially

small. We consider then the contribution to the integral

f  ATMe^dw
Jw
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from a ball B(e) of radius £ about the root Uj. This leads to consideration of the

integral

/     ur(u + uj)jk-{u+u*)du,
JB(e)

where B(e) is now a ball of radius s about the origin. It is not difficult to show that

with exponentially small error, we can scale e with n, choosing e = n-2/5. This is

because in a neighborhood of Uj, we have

Mn(u + Uj) < (1 - c|w|2)n < exp(-ncn-4/5) = exp(-cn1/5)

for some positive constant c, whenever \u\ > n~2/5. We note that the exponent

-2/5 was chosen so that ne2 -»ooasn->oo but ne3 —► 0 as n —» oo. Consider

now a Taylor polynomial approximation for Mn(u + Uj) for w G B(n~2/5). We

have

2 /-' a\ vi   i       y
|a|=3

) | 1 + ¿ Pa{n)ua + 0(n[(m+1)/3l|w|m+1) 1 ,

where Pa(n) is a polynomial in n of degree no larger than [|a|/3], and m is an

arbitrary integer. The above expression must be integrated against elk'("+">) over

the ball B(e) about the origin. If we consider integrating term by term, we see

that the integrals may be extended to all of Rs with exponentially small error in

n. This leads naturally to consideration of integrals of the form

(15) J   exp (^Ç^) e-VMW.

A standard result in probability theory, specifically multivariate Gaussian distribu-

tions, is that

/   expf^^)e-ciW = -p^expf-^f^).

The integrals (15) can then be obtained by differentiation with respect to k. These

derivatives have the form

run Jr'     ^     2     '
[    ' (2tt)V2 /   k^/Y-ikX     1

^\na'2
e^{-^r7^)r^Qa{k/^^

where Qa is a polynomial of degree |a|, with coefficients independent of n and

k. Finally, we consider the contribution of the remainder term in (14) involving

0(|w|m+1) to the integral

f     Mn{u + uj)eik-iu+us)du.
JB(e)
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Since |eíW'k| = 1, we can extend the integral back to Rs with exponentially small

error, obtaining

(17) Í   exp (~™2H"\ e™kO(\uj\m+1)du, = 0(n~(m+1+sy2).

Combining the previous estimates (14)-(17) we have

[      Air(u + Uj)^u+U^du
Jb(s)

=,*.„, w/a m/_ gg^-»(-HP) ,+,ç'•<"»• (tO""™li/ln3/2
|q|=3

+ 0(n[(m+l)/3]n-(m+l+S)/2^

where if, Pa, Qa all implicitly depend on j. The above estimate is uniform in k.

This completes the proof of Lemma 3, for one only needs sum over j and divide by

(27t)s to obtain the desired result (13).    0

If s > 2, then
oo

n=0

converges to a fundamental function C* by virtue of (13). The asymptotic behavior

of C* is calculated in the next lemma.

LEMMA 4. Let s > 2. //$(w) is nonnegative and has isolated zeros at a set of

points Uj where the Hessians Hj of $(u) are positive definite, then the series

oo

EM"
n=0

converges uniformly to a function C* which satisfies Í>C* = I and has the asymp-

totic behavior

(18)    C*(k) = (27T)-*/2X:-^(-j—\ r(--l)(l + 0(l/|k|))

for large values o/|k|.

Proof. We need sum the series (13) over n. We know a priori that Mn(k) = 0

for n < c|k| for some constant c > 0. The last term, 0(nl('"+i)/3]-(m+i+s)/2^ in

(13), when summed from n = c|k| to oo, contributes 0(|k|[(m+1)/3l+(1-m-s)/2).

The rest of the terms in (13) give rise to a generic sum of the form

^n_/?exp ( -

n=l ^

kffB-fk
2n

where we have extended the sum down to n = 1 with exponentially small error in

|k|. Using the Euler-Maclaurin summation formula, one can show that

^ /   ^H-'kX       i00     0       (   kTH-lk\ J

5>r0eXp{-2n—)=L    X     "H-2Ï-J * + «•*■<«).
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Here and throughout, e.s.t.(-) denotes a term which exponentially decays in (■).

Transforming the integral via u = l/x, we have

£ n-0 exp ̂ -^—J = (^-J       T(ß - 1) + e.s.t.(|k|).

The result (18) then follows upon retaining the first term and estimating the re-

mainder. Indeed, if desired, one can compute a complete asymptotic expansion of

C* (k) by including additional terms.    □

If s = 2, then the series
oo

n=0

does not converge. Instead, a fundamental function is obtained by subtracting from

M™ an appropriate solution of the homogeneous system 5>C = 0 so as to produce

a convergent series.

LEMMA 5.   For s = 2 and $(w) having isolated zeros, the series

1        v^ eikw>

(19) T   M"(k)-    /   „E-V=

converges to a fundamental function C*(k) with asymptotic behavior

(20) C'(k) = —E-Tf^f    27 + ln    —^—       +0(l/|k|),
2tt ^ S/\H

3

where 7 is Euler's constant.

j       v,     il

Proo/. Given the asymptotic behavior of Mn in Lemma 3, for large n the terms

in (19) are 0(n~3^2) so that the series converges. On the other hand, the series in

(19) represents a fundamental function, since applying $ to the partial sum from

0 to m, we obtain

($) I y \Mn—-^—-y = ($) [J2 Mn ) = ! - M™+1 —l
\n=0

as m —► 00.   It remains to find the asymptotic behavior.   The estimation of C*

requires the estimation of the sum

f-(lexp(-k7"k)-^
n=0   s x

or
00

E((l/n)e'a/"-l/(l + n))
n=0

for large a. Using the Euler-Maclaurin summation formula we can estimate

rm

(21)

y"(l/n)e"a/"=   /    {l/x)e-a'xdx + 0{l/m) + e.s.t.(a)

n=o ^o
/•OO

=   /      (l/u)e_udu + 0(l/m)-l-e.s.t.(a),
J aim
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and integrating by parts, we have

m ^.00

E(l/rc)e"a/n=ln(m/a)(l+0(l/m))+ /      In ue~u du + 0(!/m) + e.s.t.(a).
n=0 •'a/m

On the other hand,

m

E l/(n + 1) = 7 + ln(m) + 0(l/m).
n=0

We then obtain

lim  £{(l/n)e-°/"-l/(n + l)}
m—>oo *—'

n=0

(22) /■<»
= —7 —lna+ /     mue "dit + e.s.t.(a)

/o

= —27 - In a 4- e.s.t.(a).

Using (22), we obtain

°°   I 1 Pikui

c*(k) = y {Mn(k)- n,   t. y-^=

(23) ¿o\        2*+1)tvW

Again, higher-order terms in an asymptotic series for C* can be easily calcu-

lated.    D

The next case to consider is when $(w) becomes negative for some values of w.

Our bounds on the fundamental function in this case are not sharp and we do not

have as pleasing a representation for the fundamental function as in the other two

cases. Nevertheless, our bounds will be adequate to furnish a smoothness require-

ment of / which leads to the optimal approximation order upon interpolation.

LEMMA 6. Suppose that the set {w: $(w) = 0} is a manifold of dimension s — l

on which the gradient of $ does not vanish. Define the function C* by

C*(k) = (2n)-syl   f rMe*^
(24) n=0 V  A*M>0}

-/ {2-M(u))nelkudu\ ,

J{i{u))<0} J

where the regions of integration are subsets of the 2-it-cube W.  Then C* is a funda-

mental function satisfying $C* = I and C*(k) = 0(|k|).

Proof. When $(w) = 0, M(u) = 1, and if $ < 0, then we have M > 1. Consider

first the behavior of

f Mn{u>)elkuidu

for large n. M is less than one over the region of integration, so that with expo-

nentially small error the region of integration may be changed to {0 < $(w) < e}.
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The integration is performed by making a change of variable so as to integrate first

over the level surface M(u) = u and then over 1 - e < u < 1. This leads to the

iterated integral

f        un \ [ etkuJ(u,u)dus-i 1 du,
Ju=l-e        \JM(u)=u J

where J is the Jacobian of the transformation. Let the inside integral be denoted by

F(k, u). Because of our assumption that the level set <ï> = 0 is an (s—l)-dimensional

manifold on which the gradient of $ does not vanish,

|F(k,l)-F(k,u)| = 0(|k|)|l-u|   or   F(k,u) = F(k,l) + 0(|k|)(l-u).

Substituting and using integration by parts, we obtain

f1 UnF(k, U) du = ^2Ü - ^M  j'    un+l du + eAtrBj
(25)        Ju=i-e        y      ' n + 1       n + 1 /,_, l  ;

F(K1)   ,   „,„.,,,,

n + 1
+ 0(\k\/n<).

Likewise, consider the integral over the region $(w) < 0 in (24). If we set 2 —M = u

and again integrate first over level surfaces of Í», we obtain the integral

/ un\[ elkuJ{u,2-u)dus-i \ du= f        unF(k,2 - u)du,
Ju=l-e [JM(u>)=2-u Ju=l-e

and upon integration by parts it becomes

(26) ñM2+0(|k|/n2).
n + 1

Consider now the definition of C* in (24). The leading terms in the two integrals

cancel, so that for large n the terms in the sum are 0(n~2). Therefore, the series

converges and the convergence is uniform on compact subsets of k. Applying $ =

I — M to the partial sum of the series, we can take it inside the integrals and apply

it to the exponentials, obtaining

/ [¿M-M    (1-M(u))du
J{i>o} V„=o /

- f (£(2 - M(u)r) {(2 - MM) - 1} du

= /        (l-Mm+1(w))dw+ f        {l-(2-M(u))m+1}du

—► (27i)s    as m —► oo,

showing that (24) does indeed define a fundamental function.

As for the asymptotic behavior of C*, the terms in the sum in (24) were shown

to be 0(|k|/n2), so that the sum is 0(|k|) as desired.     D

Having obtained the required estimates for the asymptotic behavior of the fun-

damental functions associated with the different classes of i>, we can now prove our

main result.
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THEOREM 1. Let f be a function of class Cm,1(Q) as defined in (5), where U

is an open set in Rs and K a compact subset ofiï. Suppose that f is interpolated

by the spline Sh on K as in (7), where the coefficients C(k) = c\¡, are given by the

interpolation scheme C — QnEh + E and E is chosen as follows:

case A) If $(u) > 0 for all u, then

(27) E(k)= £ t?*(k-j)M"+1F,l(j),

h]eK

where C* is given by YlfLo ̂3 •

case B) 7/$(w) > 0 and zero only at isolated points where its Hessian is positive

definite, then for s > 2, E is given by (27) and C* is again given by YlfLo ^'"'•

case B') // $(u) > 0 and zero only at isolated points u¡ where its Hessian is

positive definite, then for s = 2,

E(k)= £  hlnN^^"' —L^ + C*(k-})) Mn+1Fh(j),
hsei

where C* is given by (19) and N = /i_1 • diamÄ".

case C) If $(u) = 0 on a manifold of dimension s — 1 where the gradient of $

does not vanish, then E is given by (27), where C* is defined by (24).

Then,

= 0(h»+1),

K,oo

/-£ck*(x/A-k)
k

provided that f satisfies the following smoothness conditions and n is as given:

For case A, / G C*1 and 2n > p - 1; for cases B and B', / G CP+2A and

2n > p + 1; for case C, / G Cp+S+1'1 and 2n>p + s.

Proof. In view of the remarks following the proof of Lemma 1, we need only show

that E{k) = 0(hp+1) in each of the four cases. In case A, owing to the exponential

decay of the fundamental function, Mn+1Fh = 0(hp+1) is sufficient to guarantee

this. In case B for s > 2, C*(k) = 0(|k|2-s), so that if Mn+1Fh = 0(hp+z), then

we have

E(k)=   £ C7*(k-j)M"+1F,(j)=,0(rlp+3) £ |k-j|2-*

h¡€K h}€K

= 0(hp+3) J2 \j\2-s = 0{hp+3)0(N2) = 0(hp+1).

\i\<N

In case B' we obtain, by similar inequalities,

*<k) = 0(^)E4í¡9-0(ftrt3)íta(7>*

= N20(hp+3) = 0(hp+1).

In case C the relevant estimate becomes
rN

E(k) = 0(hp+s+2) E O(ÜI) = 0(hp+s+2) /    (ry-1 dr
\¡\<N Jo

= 0{hp+3+2)Ns+1 =0{hp+1)

as required. This completes the proof.      D
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In case A, the interpolation problem is exceptionally stable. Basically, any

bounded interpolation operator gives the optimal order of interpolation as shown

in the next theorem.

THEOREM 2. Suppose $(w) > 0, / 6 C-^fi) n C(U), Q open. Further-

more, suppose that the coefficients C/,(k) satisfy ($C/,)(k) = f(hk), hk G Q, and

\Cn(k)\ = 0(|k|m), where m > 0 is a constant independent of h; for instance,

Ch(k) = C*Fh(k) (when f(x) is polynomially bounded).   Then, on any compact

Ken,

/-£cfc(k)0(x/n-k) = 0(hp+1).

oo,K

Remark. We do not require that Q be bounded.

Proof. For compact K C fi, we need only show that the coefficients C/,(k) differ

by 0(hp+1) from those of the quasi-interpolant, QnFn(k), for all k such that

hk G K+ = {hk: <¡>(x./h - k) ^¿ 0 for some x 6 K}.

We may assume that Ch is defined for all k; and where it is not defined, we set it

to be zero. Since Ch is the cardinal interpolant of $Cn, we have

Cfc(k) = EC'(k-J)*C*0)-
J

Now C* = I + M + M2 + ■ ■ ■ + Mn + E* = Qn + E*, where E* = C*Mn+l. We

compare Cfc(k) with QnFh(k) for hk in K+ and obtain

Ch(k) = J2Qn(k-i)<î>Ch(j) + YiC*(k-i)Mn+1$Ch(j).
J J

If hk G K+, then the first sum may be restricted to /ij G Q, since Qn is local, and

then for /ij G Q, $Ch{j) — Fn(j), so that

Ch(k) = QnFh(k) + YJC*(k - j)M"+1$Ch(j),        hkGK*.

J

Define s = inf{|x — y|: x G K, y £ fi}. Let O' be a covering of K with balls of

radius e/2. Then in the above sum, we have

Mn+1$Cn{j) = 0(hp+1)    for/Jen'.

For hi iV, hkGK+,

<       Yl      0(e"6|k_JI)0(Lir)-0(e-h£/4'1).

|k-J|>e/2/i

X)   C*(k-j)M"+1$C7h(j)
hJ(Ct'

We then obtain

Ch(k) = QnFh(k) + ¿2 C*(k-i)0(h"+1) + 0(e-be/4h) = QnFh(k) + 0(hp+l)

hj€ü'

for hk G K+. This completes the proof of the theorem.    D

Of course, a simple method of choosing interpolation coefficients to satisfy the

hypotheses of Theorem 2 is to define f(x) = 0 outside its original domain and then
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choose for Ch the cardinal interpolant. Naturally, only those coefficients whose

corresponding splines $ have support with nonempty intersection with Í7 need be

calculated. In Section 3 we present an iterative interpolation scheme which does

not require precomputation of C*(k).

We close this section with a final remark concerning the smoothness requirements

in Theorem 1 leading to the optimal order of approximation. In cases B and B' of

the theorem, where cardinal interpolation is not unique, it may be the case that

not only is

ydelu'k(j)(-K/h-k)=0

k

when x is at a grid point, but the sum may be identically zero. If this is the case

at all the zeros Uj of $, then the smoothness requirement can be decreased by one

derivative. We have the following

THEOREM 3.   In cases B and B' of Theorem 1, if

^y^-k</>(x//i-k) = o

k

for all x, then the condition f G CP+1,1(Q) is sufficient to guarantee that the

interpolation scheme gives the optimal approximation order.

Proof. In the proof of Theorem 1, the smoothness requirements were obtained

by requiring that the remainder E(k) was 0(hp+1) for all relevant k. Given the

hypotheses of this theorem, we can do better by considering the size of

e(x) = ££(kMx//i-k)
k

for x G K. For case B, we make use of the definition of E(k) in (27) and interchange

summations of k and j, obtaining

(28) e(x)= I J2 M"+1Fft(j)£c?*(k-j)<Hx//i-k)
\hj<EK k

The inner sum may be rewritten as

£C*(k-J)*(x/Ä-k) = £C*(k)*fc^-k).
k k ^ '

From (18), giving the asymptotic behavior of C*(k) in case B, we see that C*(k)

is a sum of terms of the form

aeiuk(kTH-1k)1-s/2[l + 0(l/|k|)],

where u is a root of $, and the sum is over the roots u of $. Consider then the

sum

Y2(kTH-lk)x-s'2e^k4> (^j^ - k) .

The number of nonzero terms is finite and occur for k in a neighborhood of (x//i—j).

This would lead to an estimate of 0(|x//i — j|2_s) upon first glance. However, by
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the assumption of linear dependence of the translates of <t>, we have that for each

Ce«^(^-k)=0.

From this it follows that

£(krJrak)1-/V"-k¿ CZ-jP -k\= Oflx/Ä -Jl1-*)

and finally

£(?*(k - JMx/ft - j) = 0(|x/ft - j\l~s)-
k

Using this estimate in the expression (28), we have

c(x) = 0(hp+2)0 I  y, PI1"'    = 0(hp+2)0(N) = 0(hp+1)

\\i\<N J
as required. A similar analysis applies in case B' and leads to the same result for

e(x).    D

We remark that the quadratic C1 spline Mijljl:i is an example for which the

theorem applies, since the fact that

J>l)lkl0(x-k)=O
k

for all x corresponds to the existence of the root u = (w, it) of $.

3. Some Remarks on Numerical Implementation. Owing to their sta-

bility when used to interpolate, splines for which $(w) > 0 seem most desirable

from a computational viewpoint, given Theorem 2. One simple implementation

of an interpolation scheme is to precompute C* from the infinite series ^]Mn

or from the recursion C*+1 = / + MC^, Cq = 0. Since C*(k) decreases expo-

nentially in |k|, its effective support is local and, in any case, one need only store

C* (k) for a set of values of k sufficient to calculate the interpolant, with coefficients

C(J) = IZftkeñ^'vJ _ k)f(hk), for those j affecting the approximation.

A more direct iterative method for computing an interpolant is given by the

recursion C(n+1) = Fh + MC(n), C(o) = 0, where C(n) denotes the nth iterate and

C(n) = Ylo MmFh —* C, the interpolating coefficients. Of course we are calculating

the cardinal interpolant of Fh here, and while the values of the coefficients in the

interpolating region K will in practice converge quickly, this method still requires

that values of coefficients be maintained for splines </>{x./h — k) whose supports

do not intersect Q and in fact may be a considerable number of grid nodes away.

Instead, we will show that an optimal interpolant (i.e., one that satisfies Theorem

2) can be obtained by defining C(k) = 0 for hk £ Q and performing the iteration

C(„+1)(k) = Fn(k) + MC(„)(k) only at those k such that hk G Í2.

THEOREM 4. Suppose $(w) > 0, Q is an open set and f satisfies the hypotheses

of Theorem 2 and is bounded on 0.  Then the recursion

C(o) (k) = 0 for all k,

(29) C(n+1)(k) = /(/ik) + MC{n)(k),        /ikeñ,

C(n+1)(k) = 0,        hktli
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converges to a vector C of coefficients satisfying $C(k) = f(hk), hk G fi, and on

any compact subset K ofü, \\f - £k C(k)<¿>(x//i - k)^ K = 0{hp+1).

Proof. Consider the linear operator Mq defined as follows: If A is a function on

Zs, then

f MA(k)    if hk G fi,

We calculate an upper bound on the norm of Mq relative to the ¿2(Zs)-norm. We

have

(30) ||Mn(A)||/2(zs) < ||MA||,a(z.) = ||MÍ||L2[_w>w]. < r||A||la(z.),

where r = maxM(w) and we have used Parseval's equality to equate || ■ ||;2(zs) and

IFIU2 [-*-,*]» (under an appropriate normalization).

Let CHI denote the nth iterate of (29) when

r i ifk=j
/(**) = L   th       HW( 0   otherwise

Then, for h] G fi,

Cgj = /j + Mn(/j) + M2 (/j) + • • • + M£(/j).

Now, ||Mq(/j)||00 < ||Mq(/j)||/2(z») < rn, and since M is locally supported, we

have for some constant a

( rn    if J - kl < an,
(31) |Mñ(/j)(k)|<     -.."-'

(0     if |j - k| > an.

For general data f(hk) we can write for the iterates C(„)

c(n)(k)= y^wm),
/¡jen

so, if m > n,

|C(m)(k)-C(n)(k)| < \\f\Ua Ej4(k)-C((J(k)|
Men

m

|oo ~*nE_ElMÍ(/j)(k)l^ll/ll°°.nEElMt(/j)(k)l
ftjent=n *    J

m

< ||/||=o,n 5>at)V    (using(31))
t=n

< ||/¡|oo,na(rt + l)srn,    where a is a constant.

Thus, C(n)(k) converges uniformly in k, geometrically in n to a solution C of

$C(k) = f(hk), hk G fi. Moreover, the previous calculation shows also that

|C(k)| < cH/Hoc^n, where c is a constant independent of h and fi and k. Theorem

2 can then be applied and shows that the spline with coefficients C(k) gives the

optimal approximation order. This completes the proof.      D

Actually, it is not difficult to modify the proof to show that if /(x) is merely

polynomially bounded, the recursion (29) will converge to a vector of coefficients
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C(k) interpolating / on fi, yielding a spline with optimal approximation order on

compact sets.

The assumption of zero coefficients for B-splines whose centers lie outside fi

will probably lead to poor performance in the approximation near the boundary of

fi. If one desires an interpolant giving a uniformly good approximation on fi, the

following procedure could be used:

(a) "Pad" the data around the boundary of fi, using either known values of

/(x) or extrapolated values giving 0(hp+1) error. (This of course assumes that

/ is sufficiently smooth on fi to allow the extrapolation.) The "padding" should

be sufficient that the quasi-interpolant QnFh(k) (see (10)) can be computed using

only original or padded function values at all those k whose corresponding B-splines

<fi(x./h — k) affect the approximation on fi.

(b) Writing the desired coefficients in the form C = QnFh + E, we have $E(k) =

f(hk) - $QnFh[k), hk G fi, as the equation to be satisfied for interpolation.

One then sets E(k) = 0 for hk £ fi and applies the recursion (29) to compute a

solution. Since the proof of Theorem 4 shows that |i£(k)| < c\\f(hk)-$Q„Fh(k)\\00

for hk G fi, and this quantity in turn is 0(hp+1), the coefficients C(k) differ

by 0(hp+1) from those of the quasi-interpolant and so yield an approximation

uniformly 0(hp+1) in error on fi.

As a final remark, we observe that the recursion C(„+1)(k) = f(tik) + MCfn)(k)

can be rewritten as <ï>C(„)(k) = f(hk) + C(n)(k) - C(„+1)(k). We then identify

C(n)(k) — C(n+1)(k), the difference in two consecutive iterates, as the interpolation

error at the grid point hk. This makes monitoring the convergence of the iterates

a simple matter.
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